This Tournament Goes To Eleven III: Smell The Glove
Hosted by the University of Iowa, October 12-13, 2001

Fame Is Relative (by J.P. Lien, Roger Craig et al. [Illinois])
1. The name's the same. One was the Cavendish Professor of Physics at the University of Leeds, the other a researcher at Cambridge under 11
Thompson. The equation, "n lambda equals two d sine of theta" is named for the latter. Their first experiments were on rock salt, and together
they developed a powerful new technique for examining the structure of solid materials. FJl>, who are this father and son team who won the
Physics Nobel in 1915 for discovering X-ray Crystallography?
Sir William Henry and William laurence Bragg [Sir William Henry is William laurence's Father]
2. The Smiths named a song on "Louder than Bombs" for her. Her name could also be an epithet of laura Wingfield in The Glass Menagerie, but
in her most famous literary appearance she is called "Judith." According to Virginia Woolf she is buried across the street from the bus stop,
underneath the Elephant and Castle. FJl>, who is this imaginary woman, who, if genius runs in the family, would have been the greatest female
writer of the 16th Century.
Shakespeare's Sister
3. A pupil ofSaliere, he was the court musical director at Weimar for 11 years, and had three children by the Countess d' AgouIt. His generosity
to young musicians was legendary, and he knew a1most every significant composer of his time. His skill as a composer was often overshadowed by
his virtuosity as a pianist. FJl>, identifY this composer ofLes Preludes and Hungarian Rhapsodies.
Franz Liszt [Liszt's daughter Cosima lnarried Hans von Bulow, and Richard Wagner, and his wife published under the pen name Daniel Stern]
4. He retired as one of the most decorated Generals of his time. He is part of the only father-son duo to win the Congressional Medal of Honor.
His most important assignment was command of US forces in the Philippines after the Spanish American War and he aspired for a higher
command, but he never served as Anny Chief of Staff. His son held the position from 1930-1935. Name the father of the General of the Anny who
is most remembered for his battles at Bataan and Inch'on.
Arthur MacArthur (Prompt on MacArthur) [Arthur was Douglas MacArthur's Father]
5. He traveled widely during his career, publishing books on three continents. In his home country, he and his wife wrote "Crisis in the Population
Question" in 1934. In 1938 the Carnegie corporation hired him to research the question of race relations in the U.S., which resulted in "An
American Dilemma". Finally, he published "Asian Drama" in 1968, about the governments and economies there. He also had
to be

time

Sweedish secretary of commerce for two years. FJl>, who is this Stockholm school economist, who won the Nobel in 1974?
Gunnar Myrdal
6. He did not believe in Jesus during his time on Earth, but was converted when he saw him risen. He spoke in tongues on Pentecost when the
spirit appeared to the Apostles, and is the author of an Epistle in the new testament. He was martyred in 62, being thrown by the Jews from the
pinnacle of the temple in Jerusalem, where he was the leader of the Christian congregation. FJl>, identifY this man, the eldest of Jesus' halfbrothers.
James the Elder
7. Her career as an actress is undistinguished, from playing the uncredited baptized infant in 1972's Best Picture winner, to "Sache" in The
Phantom Menace. She has also been a fashion designer for the "Milkfed" label, and is currently married to video director Spike Jonze. She has
started to come into her own oflate as a director an producer, scoring a big critical success with her adaptation of a Jeffrey Eugenides novel. FJl>,
identifY this director of "The Virgin Suicides", who was baptized in "The Godfather."
~ofia .QmQQill

(Prompt on Coppola)

8. Consider an incompressible fluid, undergoing laminar flowing in a pipe. By the equation of continuity, the cross-sectional area and velocity of
this fluid must be inversely proportional, with a change in area necessitating a change in velocity. A change in velocity means a change in force. A
change in force means a change in pressure. Apply conservation of energy, and you see that the pressure exerted varies inversely with the square
of the speed of the fluid. FJl>, this principle is named for what Swiss mathematician?
Daniel Bernoulli's principle
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9. It features dialogues between Achilles, a Tortoise, and other characters, interwoven with works by its namesakes. It discourses on Zen,
mathematics, and computer science, integrating thern with art and music. It also features problems for the reader in each chapter, for those lonely
for their textbooks. If was named for an artist, a musician, and the author of the Incompleteness Theorem. YIP, name this book by Douglas
HofStadter.

Goedel. Escher. Bach.' An Eternal Golden Braid [Douglas' father Robert won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1961]
10. He was Virginia's Governor from 1791-94, and later a congressman with the Federalist Party. His first major victory as a cormnander was
capturing the fort at Paulus Hook, New Jersey in 1779. Serving under Greene, he helped drive the British to Yorktown through his actions in the
Carolinas. YIP, Identify this revolutionary general who put down the Whisky Rebellion.

Henry Lee or Harry Lee or Light Horse Hany Lee

[Henry Lee was RE. Lee's futher, and related to a host of other Virginia Lees as well]
[Note also that Richard Henry Lee was someone else, and is not acceptable]

11. Until 1967, it was illegal in some states to marry someone not of your own race. In many, it was legal to sterilize citizens against their will
until the late 70s. These things have more in common than lawsuits against the state of Virginia; they are the products of a philosophy set forth in
the book "Hereditary Genius", by Charles Galton. YIP, identify this philosophy, from the Greek for "good birth", which prescribes the
improvement of the human gene pool through selective breeding.
Eugenics

[Note: Galton was Darwin's cousin]

12. Although he wasn't the god of anything in particular, he was jovial and well-liked by all the other gods. So well liked in fact, that they used
him as a target for knife-throwing and archery contests. He didn't mind, however, because his mother, Frigga, had extracted a promise from every
creature, disease, and harmful force that none of its kind would harm him YIP, who was this Norse god, who was killed by the one thing his
mother had forgotten to ask, a sprig of mistletoe.

13. A French Marquis throws a week-long party at his country home for his society friends. The entertainment for the guests is watching the
marquis' wife and her lover, and the marquis and his mistress. The entertainment for us is watching the director skewer the French Bougeoisie,
not a difficult task in the pre-war days of the 30s. YIP, identify this film, a masterpiece of Jean Renoir.

Les Regles du Jeu or The Rules o[the Game
14. It isn't Uranium, but it is found in Pitchblende in small concentrations. It burns carmine red in a flame test, and its luminescent salts have
been used in watch and clock faces to make them glow in the dark. Its radioactive emissions are the basis for the unit of radioactive sample decay,
named for its discoverers. YIP, what is this Alkaline ~ with Atomic Number 88, one gram of which represents one Curie of radiation?

15. A 1919 graduate of Yale, he hails from a prominent Pennsylvania family. His began writing poetry out of college, and early books included
"Five Men and Pompey", and "Young Adventure." His brother is the author of a popular reference work, but his fame rests principally on a short
story and a long poem about the Civil War. YIP, name this author of "The Devil and Daniel Webster", and "Joim Brown's Body."
§teven Vincent Benet (Prompt on Benet)
16. A member ofa prominent political family, he was elected to parliament from Castle Rising and King's Lynn in Norfolk, beginning in 1701.
He held various government posts until 1720, when he was called upon to reconstruct the government's finances after the failure of a massive wave
of speculation. Though he struggled to keep England neutral, he was forced into war when a sea captain named Jenkins displayed his ear on the
floor of Parliament. YIP, identify this whig politician, called England's first Prime Minister.
Robert Walpole [Horace Walpole was Robert's youngest son]
17. Working at the University of Paris from 1881, he was one of the greatest mathematicians of his day. Much of his renown rests on his entry for
a contest to find a solution to the 3-body problem. Lagrange and others had tackled it before, but he was the first to show that a solution was not
possible for all initial conditions. In doing so, he developed the map which bears his name, and is much studied in Chaos Theory. YIP, identify
this man known for his studies of celestial mechanics.
[Jules] Henri Poincare
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18. Her father Heruywas a professor of Greek and dean of Christ Church at Oxford, who co-authored in 1891 what remains the standard GreekEnglish Lexicon. The girl herselfwas a friend to another Oxford professor, this one in Mathematics. FIP, identifY this girl, for whom one Charles
Dodg;>on wrote his wOrk of enduring fame, detailing her adventures in wonderland.
Alice liddell (Accept either)
19. A student ofHussrl and Heidegger, before the war, he would return to Gennany as a POW after being captured while serving in the French
anny. He would escape and remain active with the resistance throughout the war. He is remembered not as a doer, however, but as a thinker.
His friends and their gatherings at the Cafe Flore were described by his lover in "The Mandarins." FIP, IdentifY this companion of Simone de
Beauvoir, French Philosopher, and founder of Existentialism
Jean Paul Sartre [Sartre was Albert Schweitzer's great nephew]

20. She cultivated the arts in Vienna, and improved the life of the peasants in her domain. Her foreign policy was markedly less successful than
her domestic, however, as her reign saw the power of her country and her house greatly diminished. Famous also for her children, they included
her heir Joeseph II, and Marie Antoinette of France. FIP, IdentifY this Hapsburg monarch, who came to power as a result of the pragmatic
sanction in Austria.
Maria Theresa

--------------ENDROUND~---------------------------------------------21. Two Answers Required, and for full credit, one of your teannnates will need to finish answering this question for you. Well not really, but if
they did, it'd be cool. Introduced in issue 37 as the managers of the Arbco Bros. Circus, they rode around on a Ferret. Not the live kind, but the 4wheeled vehicle. They were telepathically linked, finished one another's sentences, and you could only tell them apart by the scar on one cheek.
FIP, identifY these twins, the leaders of the Crimson Guard from G.I Joe.
Tomax and Xamot [Hey Moderator, if two people really do split up this answer, don't call them for conferring, especially if they're mimicking the
voices from the show]

22. People disliked his work so much, Emile Zola got fired for writing a complementary article about him Although he never exhibited with the
impressionists, he will forever be associated with them, exhibiting instead in the Salons, when his works were accepted. His brother Eugene
married his close friend and fellow impressionist Berthe Morisot. FIP, identifY this painter of "Olympia", and "Luncheon on the Grass."
Edouard Manet [As stated, his brother married Berthe Morisot]

Bonus Questions
1. IdentifY the following related men for the stated number of points.

5: This man is best known for his leadership of the ''New lights" during the Great Awakening and for his sermon "Sinners in the Hands of an
Angry God."
Jonathan Edwards

10: This grandson of Jonathan Edwards was a major figure in American history. He was a part of several conspiracies to try to take control of
America, one with Gov. James Wilkinson, but was stopped on all of his tries. He is also well-known for leading the Essex Junta.
Aaron Burr
15: This is another grandson of Edwards who lived from 1752-1817. Name this American poet of "The Smooth Divine" who shares his name
with a speedy NFL return specialist.
Timothy Dwight
2. Name these patients of Freud, ten each.
a) At the age of five, this boy took a lively interest in his ''widdler,'' and began to characterize the world around him in terms of the presence or
absence ofwiddlers. He was deathly afraid oflarge animals, especially horses, because large animals have large widdlers.
little Hans
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b) Freud read this Gennanjudge's memoir, Reflections of a Nervous Patient or ( Memoirs of My Nervous lliness) and despite never meeting him,
immortalized him in his essay Psychoanalytic Notes on an Autobiographical Account of a Case of Paranoia (Dementia paranoides).
Judge Daniel Paul Schreber
c) His real name was Sergei Pankejeff and he dreamed that outside his window sat six or seven white creatures in a big walnut tree.
The Wolfman

3. Oooh! Questions about a famous curve, FIPE!
a) First, identifY the curve which represents the path taken by a point on a rotating circle.

b) The subject of a contest sponsored by the Bemoullis, this problem was originally posed by GaJlileo. It asks what surface is required to move a
particle, accelerated only by gravity, between two arbitrary points in the least time. Newton. Leibniz, and L'Hospital, fOWld ,that the solution is a
cycloid.
Brachistochrone
c) In his research on clocks, he sought to find the path a pendulum should take in order to guarantee that its period was constant, regardless of
amplitude. Called the tautochrone, the solution was also a cycloid .
Christian Huygens

4. There sure were a lot ofBachs. IdentifY the composer from works, FIPE.
a) The Essay: "Trne Art ofPlaying Keyboard Instrwnents" , and Solfeggietto.
Qrrl ~hillipp Emanuel Bach
b) Goldberg Variations, and Christmas Oratorio
Johann ~bastian Bach
c) Preachers of Crimetheus, Menuetto con Panna e Zucchero
P.D.Q.Bach

5. I bet if your mother were the goddess oflove, you would really hear about it from the kids on the playgrOWld. IdentifY these figures who bore
that curse.
a) Although Hesiod and others claim that he was born out of Chaos at the same time as the Earth, he is also often considered to be the child of
Aphrodite and Ares. He does seem to have a knack for combining the arts oflove and war, or at least archery.

b) The child of Aphrodite and a certain messenger god, he was originally male, but while on a sojurn to Halicarnassus, the Naiad Salmacis fell so
in love with him that she wished themjoined forever. She got her wish, and thereafter he and she were the same person. name hirn-her.
Hermaphroditos
c) Often fOWld at the entrances of Roman homes, this god, probably originating in Phrygia, was considered to be the child of Aphrodite and
Dionysus. Asses were sacrificed in his honor, as they were the only creatures whose genetalia were larger than his own.

6. IdentifY the works of Henry James from clues, FIPE.

II

a) This short novel deals with two groups of Americans who enCOWlter one another in Europe. The vacationing family from Schenecdady with
their WIcouth American ways nms afoul of the classist, Europeanized Americans, the Wmterbournes.
Daisy Miller
b) One of the few James novels not set in Europe, it might as well be, because it features American socialites in upper-class New York. Morris
leaves wealthy heiress Catherine Sloper when he learns that her futher will disinherit her if she marries him. The event leaves her bitter and
disillusioned.

Washington Square
c) Kate Croy tries to fann her lover out to her rich American friend Millie for a while. It's just WItil Millie dies, so Merton can collect the
inheritance, and have enough to support Kate when they marry. Needless to say, the plan doesn't work out, but the trio gets to have some tim in
Venice while it all goes horribly awry.

Wings ofthe Dove
7. IdentifY the following brothers in song, FISNPE.
10: Everyone's heard of Stevie Ray Vaughn, but did you know he had a brother? Jimmie Vaughn and his band had a big pop hit in 1986 with
"TuffEnuff', name them.
The Fabulous ThWlderbirds
10: Ronnie van Zant was the front man for southern rockers Lynyrd Skynyrd, until he croaked. Now Donnie van Zant carries on the fumilies
image with his own southern rock band. They had at hit in 1989, with "Second Chance", name them.
.38 Special
5 & 5: Without a doubt the only Texan albino blues guitarists brothers working today, these two have been arOWld since the late 60s, recording
with each other, separately, and with big name artists like Muddy Waters. FFPE, name them.
Johnny and &cigar Wmter
8. IdentifY the following members of prominent American political fumilies, FIPE.
a) He was the first director of the Peace Corps, head of the Office of Economic OpportWIity, and U.S. Ambassador to France from 68-70. Name
this prominent Maryland politician, and brother-in-law to JFK.
[Robert] ~argeant Shriver (Prompt on Shriver)
b) He was elected to congress in 1995 from lllinois' 2nd District. A staunch liberal, he is known for championing the cause of civil rights. He may
have picked thus up from his father.
Jesse Jackson Jr. (Prompt on Jackson, J. Jackson, Jesse Jackson, or Jackson Jr.)
c) He served as Secretary of the Navy under Nixon, and in the Senate for 23 years. He is known for championing the Clean Air and Clean Water
acts, and was head of the Environment Committee from 1995 until his death in 1999. Name this moderate Republican senator, whose seat was
filled by his son Lincoln.

9. Insert cute bonus lead in about Anthropology here, FIPE.

Born in 1903 in Kabete, Kenya this man grew up among the Kikuyu people.
Louis Leakey (Prompt on Leakey)
In 1959, at this site located in the eastern Serengeti Plains, Louis Leakey's wife, Mary, discovered a Zinjanthropus fossil believed to be 1,750,000
years old.

"

Olduvai Gorge

In 1978, Mary LeakeY supervised excavations at this site in Tanzania where 3.6 million year old footprints ofpresumabley Australopithecus were
discovered.

10. IdentifY the following physicists who have made important contributions.
a) He discovered the electron.
Joseph Jolm "J.J" Thompson
b) Studying the atomic spectra of Hydrogen, he developed the electron shell model of the Atom.
Niels Bohr
c) A teacher of Heisenberg at Gottingen, he fled to Cambridge in 1933 to escape the Nazis. The approximatioo named for him concerns the
scattering of subatomic particles. Name this man famous for his work in probabilistic quantum mechanics.

11 . Those Rossettis were pretty important in the 19th century. Answer these questions about them, FfPE.
a) Thmte Gabriel was the chief member of this organi:mtion of artists, which sought to root-out the problems with Academic art, no matter how far
they had to go to do it.
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood (Prompt on PRB)
b) This poem by Christina tells the story of Lizzie, who goes to fetch food for her sick sister Laura, and has rather a rough time of it.

Goblin Market
c) William Michael Rossetti was the editor of this magazine, the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood's chief publication.

The Germ
12. Given the monarch, identifY the royal house, FFPE and a bonus 5 for getting them all.
Louis XI
Henry VI (of Engiand)
Ivan the Terrible
Friedrich n (The Great)
Victoria

Valois
Lancaster
Rurik or Rurikov
Hohenzolleren
Hanover

13. IdentifY these members of a famous family of Biology, ten each.
a) He' s not Disraeli, but he argued persistently with Gladstone. He became famous by abandoning his own scientific research to publish and
promote that of others in books like "Man's place in Nature", and " The Physical Basis of Life". In 1869, he coined the term agnostic to describe
the position ofa man of science with respect to god. Name this man, a champion of the theory ofEvolutioo.

Thomas Henry Huxley
b) This grandson of Thomas was secretary of the Zoological Society of London for 7 years, and director-general of UNESCO from 1946-48. His
writings on Biology include: "Science of Life", and "Heredity, East and West", name him.
Julian Sorrell Huxley
c) Julian and Aldous's half-brother, this man was director of studies at Trinity College, Cambridge from 1952-60, and later a professor of
Physiology at University College, London. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology in 1962 for his research in nerve-cell electrochemistry.

Andrew Fielding Huxley

14. IdentifY the folloWing unlucky members of the house of Atreus, FIPE.
a) The curse on the house of Atreus really started with this man, who bribed Myrtilus to help him win the hand ofHippodamia, then pushed him
out of his chariot into the sea. Myrtilus cursed him and his descendents on the way down.

b) Pelops father Tantalus had served him to the gods when the stopped by for dinner, and recipes tend to stay in the family. Atreus got himself
further cursed by feeding his brother's children to him. Name that brother.
Thyestes
c) Atreus' grandson Orestes got himself into hot water when he killed his Mother, and his uncle. His uncle it seems was Thyestes son by Pelopia,
who happened to be Thyestes daughter. Name this uncle, ~ort of Clytemnestra during her husband's absence.
Aegisthus

15. IdentifY the works of Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr. from descriptions, FIPE.
a) . A book consisting primarily of essays, with some poems included, it tells of a boarding house where stories are told by a witty patriarch.

Autocrat ofthe Breakfast Table
b) This poem won fame for Holmes in his youth, as well as for it's subject, the USS Constitution

Old Ironsides
c) This poem, probably Holmes most famous, appears in Autocrat. It likens mankind to a crustacean in search of an ever larger home.

The Chambered Nautilus
16. IdentifY the following about some events in their history that the French prefer not to think about. Not that that narrows it doWn much. Ten
each.
a) In 1572 a Huguenot noble dared to marry the sister of Henry ill of France. Seizing upon this opportunity, the Catholics proceeded to slaughter
the Protestants gathered for the wedding feast, an event which ensured that this obscure holy day would be remembered forever, name it.
St. Bartholomew' s Day Massacre
b) Who was this upstart protestant nobleman, who went on the convert to the Roman church in order to become king of France.
Henry IV of France or Henry of Navarre or Henry ill of Navarre (Prompt on Henry)
c) This man never gave up the grudge, perhaps because Navarre had taken his spot in the royal succession. As head of the Holy League, he fought
against Navarre but was defeated at Ivry.
Henry Duke of Guise, or Henri Due de Guise for you Frenchies.
17. IdentifY the following about a mathematician, FIPE.
18. IdentifY the following families from Faulkner works, FIPE.
a) This is the family in "As I Lay Dying", who must transport their mother Addy to Jefferson for burial.
Bundren
b) This family's story is told in "Go Down, Moses", and "Intruder in the Dust". Son Isaac is unable to deal with the guilt he feels as a result of
his father Carothers' slaveholding, while Lucas Beauchamp is Carothers descendent by one of his slaves.
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McCaslin
c) This family's story is told in "The Sound and the Fury." Benjy is mentally retarded, while Quentin tares little better during his tenure at
Harvard.
Compson
19. Identify the author 30-20-10.
30: Born in Poland, he was educated as a Rabbi. He emigrated to the US in 1935, where he became a journalist.
20: Known for novellas and short stories, his works include: "The Golem", ''Love and Exile", and "The Magician of Lublin".
10: He is the only Nobel Prize winner to have written primarily in Yiddish. He won in 1978. More works include "My Father's Court," and
"Stories for Children"
Isaac Bashevis Singer
20. Identify the following about an author, FTPE.
a) One of the pre-eminent South American authors of the 20th century, she was forced to flee to VeneZllela when her father's cousin was deposed
by foreign intervention. Thanks, CIA!
Isabel Allende
b) This is Allende' s most famous novel. It tells the story of Esteban Trueha, and the tunnoil of several generations of his family set against the
political upheaval of a country much like Chile.

The House o[the Spirits
c) This novel also finds us in an anonymous Latin American country ruled by an iron fisted military dictator. It tells ofJrene Beltran, ajournalist,
and Francisco Leal, a photographer, who play detective when they discover a brutal crime.

Q[Love and Shadows

